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ABOUT THIS EDITION

Let's Celebrate Womanhood
Dear Readers,

March Edition of Kid's Galaxy
brings out the different shades
of womanhood. Encouraging
and helping every woman to
grow personally, professionally
and appreciating the
outstanding efforts of children
from various fields.

We hope you enjoy reading it!

NGF
Free Workshop Group
A Social Initiative by
Nanhagyan Foundation
Different workshops for kids and
adults conducted free of cost.
Experts from different fields give
their views and guidance.
These workshops are conducted
every week, on Sundays, which the
entire family can be a part of.
Till date we have conducted nearly 8
to 9 workshops on it.
The motive is to engage the kids
constructively.

Nanha Gyan
Healthy Minds
A Facebook Community
founded on 17th April 2020
Currently it has more than 6600 people
220+ live sessions are available

National/International level
Competitions
Prerna
Fancy dress
Ganesha Festival
Hassi ka Hunnar
Super Star Chef

Total Entries- 2500+
Average reach - 8800+ people

Nanha Gyan Foundation
Our Mission

To establish a foundation for
a society where every smile is real.

Our Vision

A harmonious society is a cumulative results
of small actions by kind and compassionate people.

Our Values
Simplicity

Because all great things are generally
simple.

Believe

Sometimes people need someone else to believe
in them, so that they can believe in themselves.

Kindness & Compassion

Because some problems can be identified and
solved by kindness and compassion.
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This is your friend Ms. Earth...
Let's meet some awesome
women....
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Let's hear
the story of
Dr. Swati Popat
Vats...

Cover Story
"ON MY OWN"
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Every girl plays teacher, teacher, but I think I took
this game a little more seriously. I have worked as a
teacher with schools like Hasanat High School,
Jamnabai Narsee, Arya Vidya Mandir, etc Post that
I started my own consultancy firm-T.A.S.H.ATeacher and Student Help Activities. I was the
founding consultant for many pre-school brands
one of them was Euro Kids. I worked on many
educational projects for young children like
Tatasky, Active Whiz kids and many more.
With the blessing of
Mr. Ganesh Podar
& Dr. Pavan Podar
I set up Podar Jumbo
Kids - the preschool
with a difference. It
became a milestone
in the field of
preschool education.
It also included teacher training college, children’s
clubs, and published books for teachers and
children. Which took shape of Podar Education
Network. Today the Podar JumboKids chain is 490
preschools strong with over 45,000 children pan
India. I am also the Director of its UAE chain - Joy
of Learning.
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Today, I am the President of Early Childhood
Education and Association for Primary Education
and Research which has a membership base of
over 40,000 members and its goal is to enhance
the quality of early childhood care and education
in this country. I have written over 25 books for
parents, teachers, and children and am proud of
my book on Gijubhai Badeka - Once upon a Story,
that I have co-authored with Vinitha and my two
other books on-screen less coding for childrenYash and Yashika learn about coding and Cod and
Codie love coding published by Scholastic.
With 34 years in education, I think my
journey has just begun, and there are miles to
achieve in the quality of the pre-school education.
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C a n we change th e
tit le ho me maker or
housewife t o
Home CEO?
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Woman - is the most beautiful creation of GOD.
To be born, with a female body doesn’t make her
a woman. For that, she has to go through different
phases of life.

A women’s journey starts from
being a girl, a daughter and a
sister who brings happiness
in the family, and then her
life opens a new chapter for
her - Marriage. Where
the entire family is reliant on her
for their daily activities. She plays the role of a
homemaker, wife, mother, cook, teacher, and friend
all at the same time and caters to everyone’s needs.
Even before the birth of a child, a mother is born.
By giving up on her dreams, a mother fulfills the
dreams of her family.

By
Uma Dhole Patil
Co- Founder Dhole Patil Institute
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Housewife or Home CEO, I don't believe in
giving names or designation given to women.
The work that a woman does is far beyond
that. Her love and dedication to all her work
can be measured by her name only. Call her
by her name in a loving way, and everything is
taken care of.

By
Bobby Karnani
Founder VNWC & Vastrum
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Women, aren't they unique and wonderful
beings created by God?
I have seen no woman who isn't unique in her
own way. In spite of the uniqueness, women
have certain special traits that make them the
person they are. Just like a CEO of an
organization, they plan, organize, direct,
control, and manage each and everything for
each and everyone as a default setting. Salute
to their patience, resilience, and strength!!

By
Prof Kavleen Makar Bhasin
Educator, EQ coach, philanthropist
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Yes, I totally agree that the term Housewife must
be changed to Home CEO because “A Strong
woman accepts both compliments and criticism
graciously,knowing that it takes both
Sun & Rain for a flower to grow.”

A woman has always been
good at multitasking and she
plays several roles with ease.
Whether it’s being a daughter,
sister, mother, leader, employee
and a wife... to be more precise it’s a
HOUSEWIFE. Out of all these roles, the role of a
housewife is the most challenging. Whether she is
working or not she has to play the role of a
HOUSEWIFE best, as she has to balance everything
wholeheartedly without a single day off. To
acknowledge the efforts of a housewife, in this
modern age she must be called a Home CEO.
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The modern housewife is multitasking and hence
they can certainly be addressed as the Home CEO. It
is a crucial affirmation that the power of women at
home is successful because they are independent,
have a clear vision, are able to inspire and motivate
others, are honest, ethical and care for their family.
My friends do not underestimate the power of a
housemaker, in fact they acknowledge it and
appreciate Home CEOs as women work selflessly
without expecting anything in return. They only
need you to appreciate their gestures of love.

By
Mrs. Shraddha Sharad Yerolkar 10

Time for a
lovely poem
by Neha Sama

नारी की परिभाषा

- नेहा सामा
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नारी की परिभाषा

- नेहा सामा

नारी है वो आज्ञाकारी ।।२।।
लगती है वो बड़ी ही प्यारी ,
स्वाभिमान पर जब वो अड़ती ,
किसी से ना वो है डरती ।।२।।
नारी का हर रूप अनोखा ।।२।।
सुंदरता है उसका तोहफा ,
जब जलती बन कर मोम वो ,
कर दे उज्जाला हर ओर वो ।।२।।
नारी होती मिसाल जब ।।२।।
होती आदि शक्ति तब ,
नारी का हर रूप सुनहरा ,
जो है सागर से भी गहरा ।।२।।
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नारी उन्नति की मूरत ।।२।।
विभन्न रूप की उसकी सीरत ,
आगे बढ़ने की है चाहत ,
कदम कदम पर मुस्कु राहट ।।२।।
नारी एक विकास है ।।२।।
एक शक्ति एक एहसास है ,
उसके अस्तित्व के बिना ,
अधूरा हर इतिहास है ।।३।।
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Now it's time to
learn something
about
Art & Craft....

Art & Craft Section
The floor arts of India
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The Floor arts of India
- Himadri Pachori

A home is never complete

without a woman. Her touch,
attention, love, and warmth make a
house a home. Women from all
spheres of life enjoy decorating
their houses and, in our country,
there is never a shortage of
inspiration. We can find special
ritual decorations that are done to
welcome the new season, to add
colors to a festival, to pay gratitude
before harvest or for a household
ceremony or for a puja. One such
ritual that women from different
parts of the country
do is making Rangolis (floor art).
Women all over the country
have been decorating floors of
their homes with traditional
folk paintings and patterns since
ages and there are so many to
choose from.
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Here are some of them:
Aipan
Aipan is
practiced in
Uttarakhand.

Mandana
Mandana is a folk
art of Rajasthan
and Madhya
Pradesh.

Alpana
Alpana is a
Bengali Art.

Aripan
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Kolam

Kolam is a
form of Rangoli
from the state
of Tamil Nadu.

Jhoti Chita

Jhoti Chita is a
traditional Rangoli
from Odisha.
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Here is
something
creative for our
lovely kids!!

Art & Craft Section
DIY KIDS ART
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DIY KIDS ART
- Divya Khemka Tibrewala

Materials Required
Two white drawing paper,
One black paper,
Pencil,
Poster Colours,
Brush,
Scissors.

Skills Developed:
Drawing random lines.
Thinking of which color
scheme to be used.
Scaling and cutting thin
stirps
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PROCEDURE
STEP 1:Take a blank drawing sheet. Draw
random lines as shown.

STEP 2:Fill it with poster colours randomly.
Then cut these into strips of 2cms
each. As show in the image.

STEP 3:Take another sheet of blank paper
and paste these srtipes in random
order.

STEP 4:Take a black sheet and draw
images. Then cut the images and
paste on the sheet. Our art project
is done.
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Recipe
Time!!!

Recipe Section

Super Star Chef Winner
Paan Paneer Tiranga

-Kavya R Agarwal
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ABOUT THE RECIPE

Slice of Paneer mixed with chili flakes
and oregano stuffed with special Paan
chutney, Cheese & Carrot coated in a
gram flour batter and mixed herb.
Serve: 2 people
Prep Time: 26-30 minutes
Cook time: 07-10 minutes
Level Of Cooking: Moderate

Nutrition Info
Calories: 242 Kcal
Carbohydrates: 6.1 gm
Protein: 19 1gm
Fat: 125.6 gm
Fiber: 23.9gm
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Ingredients
Herb Paneer 100 grams
Gram flour 1 cup
Carom seeds 1/2 teaspoon
Hing a pinch
Carrot 1(grated)
Red chill powder 1/2
tablespoon
Salt to taste
Paan leaves 2pcs
Coriander leaves 1 tablespoon
Sauf 1/2 tablespoon
Dhaniya daal 1 tablespoon
Mint leaves to taste Gulkand &
Katri
1 tablespoon
Soda bicarbonate a pinch
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PROCEDURE
Step Cut homemade herb paneer into three inch by
1 two inch for filling.

Crush the Paan leaves, coriander leaves, mint
Step leaves, sauf, Dhaniya deal all together and add
2
Gulkand-katri to it.
Prepare batter mix gram flour,
Step red chili powder, turmeric powder,
3
carom seeds, hing, soda bicarbonate and salt.
Step Add sufficient water and whisk well to make a
4 batter of a coating consistency.

Stuff paan chutney between the layer of
Step panner slices than cheese slice on to it than
5 panner slice than grated carrot and
tomato souse than covered with paneer.
Heat sufficient oil in a kadal, dip whole paneer
Step stuffing in the batter, roll in the batter of gram
6 flour paste and deep fry on medium
heat til crisp and golden brown.
Drain on absorbent paper and cut it into 4 long
Step pieces than garnish it with grated amul cheese
7 andsprinkle mix herb and Serve hot with a
chutney of your choice.
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All about
SABBATICAL

Soft Skills Section
SABBATICAL
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SABBATICAL

Rest ; Refresh; Refocus

Urvashi Pachori

w
hat is the first thing that comes to your mind when
you think of Sabbatical taken by women for childbirth?
Sleepless nights, a frail body, a crying baby, sense of
helplessness and high stung emotions. These are few
memories of my Sabbatical, which I had taken eight years
back when my daughter was born. I was hoping to get
back to my life and office routine straight away in three
months. Not knowing that it’s not that easy and simple.
Now when I think of it, it feels like a different era to me. I
was totally lost, swept with different emotions, filed with
fear and was cut off from rest of the world. I made a lot of
mistakes and took a long time to get back on track, but am
proud of where I am standing today.
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My professional journey was very
enriching and satisfying, but
somewhere in my heart I always
dreamt of working independently
and not going back to the typical
9 to 5 office job. I can proudly say
my sabbatical, was the turning
point of my career.
Motherhood is a beautiful journey
But it comes with a lot of
responsibilities and loads of
changes. And if we are not fully
prepared for it ,we will be left lost
and helpless. A new mother
experiences so many emotions
along with low self-confidence,
loss of financial independence,
and the need to quickly get back
to her normal routine.
There are so many challenges
which women face during their
sabbatical and after it. But, if we
have an open mind, plan it well
and take this as a Wonderful
opportunity to
Rest; Refresh; Refocus it will
definitely change our outlook.
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Few important points which will
help you to get back into the saddle
with confidence:
Embrace the change- Motherhood is a beautiful journey,
enjoy each and every moment of it. Make the best of this
time to create lifelong memories and a beautiful bond
with your newborn baby.
Evaluate your situation- It is important that you assess
your situation open-mindedly and honestly. After you
have settled in your new role as a mother, ask yourself
these questions :
How soon can I get back to work?
Am I am physically and mentally ready to join
back?
Can I spend these many months with my child
and enjoy motherhood?
Do I have a lot of financial responsibilities?
Do I want to continue with the same job or a
shift in career can be a possibility?
Do I want to take up a full-time job or a flexible
working job can be worked out?
Do your SWOT- this helps to assess where do you stand
right now, and what are your challenges like dip in selfconfidence, outdated skills etc. It helps you to come up
with an action plan and start working on it .
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Plan ahead- after you evaluate your situation, you will get
a clear idea about the options you are keen to take up and
explore. Then start with your research and planning. In my
case, I realised that I wanted to work independently with
flexible working hours doing what I was passionate about.
Have the right attitude/ mindset- A break in job does not
mean a decline or redundancy in your skills. If you cannot
start immediately, start working on your skill set or a
course which will later help you to be there .
Have a Support system- Do not hesitate to ask for help
from friends and family. They can be of great help when
you start working again.
Networking- keep in touch with your friends and excolleagues, share your plans and goals with them. You will
be surprised to see the suggestions, help and support that
comes up. If you don’t ask for it, you will never get it.
Stay connected- be updated with the latest development
and trends in your respective field to have an edge over
others, when you start working again.
Stay positive and focussed though out.

Be Motivated and get back with a bang, energized,
refreshed and refocussed.
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Time to
Improve your
pronunciation....

Soft Skills Section
Tongue Twisters
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TONGUE TWISTERS

- Priti Chetan Muthiyan

1

Singular Plural

2

Red Roller Yellow Roller

3

Good Blood, Bad Blood

4

She Says Cheese

5

Real Larry Rarely Lorry

6

Specific Pacific

7

Upper Roller lower Roller

8

Eddie Edited It

9

Upper Floor lower Floor

10

Truly Rural
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Time for
some parenting
advice!!

Parenting Section
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HAPPY PARENTS & HAPPY KIDS!!
-Shaileja Laddha

We all are stressed out in our
lives, and eventually we tend
to get angry, irritated, gloomy,
and cannot concentrate.
Hence lash out on kids,
friends, and family members.
What we tend to miss is the
happiness in small things that
we are blessed with.
• Be kind to everyone
possible in your family &
house helpers.
• Have more fun with your
family & children
• Make time to do things for
yourself only.
• Exercise, meditate for
tougher/ better mental,
physical & emotional health.
• Don’t overdo imposing your
beliefs every time.
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• Sometimes let go of things
that are not the way you want
them to be.
• Have set rules in the house,
children should have
structured rules for better
growth since the formative
years.
• Spend quality time with
your children & family
members. “Har Ek friend zaruri
hota hai”, so don’t forget the
friends.
• Don’t compare your
children with others.
Competition should be with
the child’s previous
achievements.
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Time for an
awesome Maths
trick...

Maths Section

Two Digits Number Tables
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STEP 1
Distribute 54
in such a form that one
of the number
has 0 (zero) at it's
units place.

STEP 3
50 X 6 =300 & 4 X 6= 24
Now add both
300 & 24 our final
answer is 324.

Let's take a number
54X6....
Steps to Find 54
times 6 :STEP 2
i.e 54= 50+4 so 54 X 6
will be written
as(50 + 4) X 6
Now this becomes
easy

EXAMPLE-2
48 X 9
Now we know 48 = 50 -2,
So, (50-2) x 9= 450-18=432.

- Priti Chetan Muthiyan
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Preparation
before you
start writing

Handwriting Analysis
Graphology
-Romall S Surana
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Why should you get your
handwriting analyzed?
We all make efforts to succeed in life
because of the subconscious reprinting of
certain limiting thoughts and beliefs, we
are unable to achieve the desired result in
a relationship, career, financially and
personal growth. Handwriting Analysis
helps to reveal those obstacles and help
you to achieve success and growth in all
spheres of life.

Why should you learn
graphology?
Graphology is a tool to understand the
patterns of your subconscious mind. It
helps to streamline your effort in the
right direction. Whether you are a family
person, professional, employee, or
employer graphology equips you to know
yourself better. It also enhances your
relationship with others at all levels.
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Try Handwriting
Analysis Now !!!
Scan to Register!

Rs 999-/
Rs 99-/
only

Limited
Offer!!
38

Fun Time!!!

Entertainment Section

Movies | Games | Books
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Movie Review

-Atharva Pachori

Spies in Disguise

This movie is right on top of my best
spy movie list. Strictly professional
spy agent, Lance Sterling, meets
newbie tech inventor Walter.
Determined to impress Lance with his
skills, Walter turns him into a blue
birdie! Throughout this movie, Lance
is trying to defeat villains with his
feathered wings which is amusing.
Spies in Disguise is the most
entertaining film in recent times.
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Movie Review

-Sonia N Pagare

THE LION KING

A remake of the 1994 film. Simba, a
young lion flees from Pride-Rock after
the death of his father, Mufasa. Years
later, he meets his friend, Nala who
convinces him to return & take what
was rightly his. The realistic designs
of the scenes & characters carry you
to Simba’s world. Disney adds emotion
to the characters through voice,
movement & facial gestures.
A must-watch for Disney fans.
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Movie Review

-Sonia N Pagare

COCO

Pixar’s heart-touching musical, ‘Coco’
screams the message of bringing
people together through music.
Despite his family’s orthodox veto
from music, Miguel dreams of
becoming a famous musician, like his
idol, Ernesto de la Cruz.
The top-notch animations, songs, and
spectacular storyline make ‘Coco’ an
undeniably incredible film.
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Game Review

-Atharva Pachori

Code Names

This box is pure entertainment.
Codenames is a simple board game in
which you have to help your team
guess specific words by giving them
clues about them. Sounds boring?
Don’t worry, you won’t find it dreadful
once you get it. The thing that I like
most is the spy twist they have given
to it and the thoughtfulness put into
this game.
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Book Review

-Pavni Dua

The White Tiger
By Aravind Adiga
This book now turned
into a motion picture on
Netflix, brings to light a
different take on the
village life of our
country. It makes us see
poverty from a whole
different perspective.
The author dubs it the
"darkness" as most of
the people living
in the rural areas of India or people who
come from the rural area have very little
information of the issues that trouble
the world on a daily basis. It brings forth
some very interesting opinions, i highly
recommend this book.
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Book Review

-Pavni Dua

Different shades of love
By Jaya Mishra
This book bring forth
several refreshing ideas
and some rather
poignant stories which
aim to make us think
about our prejudices
and the way we act
because of them. The
provided information is
helpful and makes us
understand and learn
more about people that
are among us everywhere but we
consider myths. Everything that we think
is "weird" is because of society and
normalizing people who don't fit in the
societal definition of normal is what this
book is all about.
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Lets meet some
awesome kids

Kid's Exclusive
My Experience by Teerth Surana
Drawings by Suhani Laddha
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My Experience
I am at my grandparent's place in
Amravati. We have a big terrace. My
grandparents really love gardening.
We decided to develop our organic
kitchen garden. But how to start. So
we read a book called, "Urban
Farming". This book had all steps
required to start and maintain the
kitchen garden.
So the first step we measured the
area of our terrace. After finalizing
the area, we purchased soil and
seeds of vegetables we need to
grow. Before planting the seeds, we
need to prepare the soil for few
days. We need to add cow dung,
manure, and other things.
I took the charge of it.
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After 4 days of hard work, finally,
the soil was ready.
Now we need to prepare the seeds
too. We soaked the seeds in
fermented jaggery water for 2 days.
Meanwhile, we filled the pots with
soil. Then we planted the seeds in
each pot. Do you know the whole
process took 37 days from seed to
small sampling?
We need to water them regularly.
Take care of their growth. I realized
I am just working in a small area for
few pots, how it would be for our
farmers who work all days on the
farm growing foodgrains and
vegetables. They work for months
together to produce results. We
don't think before wasting food.
I understood we should never waste
the food, do you?
Teerth Surana
Suyog Sunderji Wisdom School
Grade - 2nd
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Suhani Laddha
Grade - 4th
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Horoscope
for
March 2021

Tarot Card Reading
March 2021

-Kavita Yatgiri
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Aries

Tarot card of the month- STRENGTH
This month you will use your inner power to overcome
a difficulty in your career, love life, or relationships.
You must stay strong and remain vigilant whether
that’s emotionally, mentally, physically, or spiritually. It
is advisory during this period you take care of your
personal wants and needs. Don’t feel guilty about
saying “No".
Tarot message for Aries women
You have more power than you think, you can face any
situations, give some time to pamper yourself.

Taurus-(Apr 21-May 20)

Tarot card of the month- THE HIEROPHANT
This month is all about traditional values and customs.
Marriage might be in your cards, you will be getting
married or attending a wedding in the very near future
or you will find someone who makes a major
commitment to you eventually. It is advisable to you
that you need to look to the past for inspiration. You
will get advice on how to further advance your career.

Tarot message for Taurus women
You must be in the middle of so many things, try to
listen and trust your own instincts.

Gemini-(May 21-Jun 20)

Tarot card of the month- QUEEN OF CUPS
It is a month when you really going deep and think
about others and try to understand them. You support
others by listening with your heart, being
compassionate and caring for them deeply. You will
be creative and intuitive during this month. You are
being asked to trust your intuition and attention to
your feelings and emotions. Lead with your heart not
your head.
Tarot message for Gemini women
Look within, the answer you seek will be found there.
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Cancer- (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Tarot card of the month- KING OF SWORDS
Too much thinking will be going on during this period.
this card also indicates that having more structure and
routine will help bring you success. You and your
partner will connect on an intellectual level and as well
physical and emotional level. it also signifies that your
relationships challenge you to excel and maintain a
high standard.
Tarot message for Aries women
Take command of the situation and use your head.

Leo- (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Tarot card of the month- WHEEL OF THE FORTUNE
Your luck is about to change. You can look forward
to positive outcomes in your love life and happiness.
Destiny will step in and push you towards your destiny.
Everything will come together in an unexpected way.
Destiny is on your side and everything is going to work
out in your favor. You just need to be patient and allow
things to happen in their own time.
Tarot message for Taurus women
Seek changes, be bold and patient too.

Virgo (Aug 22- Sep 22)

Tarot card of the month- FOUR OF CUPS
You will find yourself unhappy and discontent in
your situation. Sometimes we might desire something
which is not meant to be for us. You may want
something badly but that doesn’t mean that thing is
going to be good for you, whether that’s a person, job,
career, or anything. Take more time before making
your move. Contemplate your options and course of
action carefully. Take a retreat. Meditate. Time alone
may do you good.
Tarot message for Gemini women
look for new inspiration and take time to relax your
mind.
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Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Tarot card of the month-ACE OF WANDS
Something new is going to happen in your life, this can
be life-changing event like a child or a new job or it can
be just a new hobby to learn. Creativity will be directed
towards your work, you will be very enthusiastic about
new opportunities coming in your way. Ace of wands is
only the beginning, you must put extra effort if you want
to make an impact.
Tarot message for Aries women
you should take bold action. Act on your ideas. Start
something new – a new venture, job, or relationship.

Scorpio-( Oct22-Nov22)

Tarot card of the month- THE EMPRESS
Your card represents your thoughts coming out of a cave
and into the open, your finances will improve in this
month. You will have plenty of harvest and abundance in
the future, so this should not be something to worry about.
You should try to have fun and relax a little because the
future looks positive.
Tarot message for Taurus women
Seek to express your creativity, ideas, or thoughts without
reservations. Don’t hold back – be open. If you are asking
about starting a creative project, this is a green light.

Sagittarius – (Nov 23- Dec 21)

Tarot card of the month- EIGHT OF WANDS
It is a time to put yourself out there be social and
communicate with others. There is a possibility that
you will hear of a great opportunity through someone
else, say yes to everything. It is a sign that you should
invest heavily in customer care and customer
experience. Full speed ahead! There is nothing in your
way currently. Proceed with a quickness. Focus on the
goal you wish to reach. Project your energy on the
outcome you want.
Tarot message for Sagittarius women
Move on. It’s time for a change of pace.
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Capricorn – (Dec 22- Jan19)

Tarot card of the month- EIGHT OF CUPS
You need to leave things behind and start fresh. You
may feel confused and unsure about the situation, the
situation you left may be leaving you feeling discontent,
but there are other opportunities out there over the
hill if you are willing to go out and search for them.
Better things could be on the horizon.
Tarot message for Capricorn women
Get detach from a situation. Go away for a bit so that
you can get a better, objective view.

Aquarius (Jan20 –Feb19)

Tarot card of the month- PAGE OF CUPS
This month you or someone around you is being
or will become sensitive. This period will be about
emotions, love, or romance, but all are very childish in
their pursuit of those things. Your card also depicts
that you are daydreaming about your career but
nothing has come to fruition yet.
Tarot message for Taurus women
Nurture your inner child. Open your heart and express
yourself freely.

Pisces- (Feb20- Mar20)

Tarot card of the month- SEVEN OF CUPS
You need quick action, otherwise you could go from
things to choose from nothing at all. You may also be
facing the opinions of many people at the same time.
Your card also signifies manifestation, the work you
are doing now will bring what you want into reality in
the future. The outcome of your situation is
dependent on the choices and decisions you make in
the present and near future.
Tarot message for Gemini women
lUse your brilliant imagination! Dream up the
possibilities! Then, take those dreams and put action
behind them.
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Let's meet all
some awesome
kids of TZP

TZP Shining Star Awards
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Sejal Ray
Taare Zameen Par is a Facebook group of 9500+
members. TZP strongly believes each child is
unique. It is important to recognize different
talents and skills in children. Children who pursue
their passion are happier and have a great mental
health.
With this belief, for the 1st time ever, we are
coming up with a program to recognise the best
talents namely TZP Shining Star Awards where we
are felicitating 51 children from across
Maharashtra
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All Rounder

Aarya Dharmadhikari

Avni Bompilwar

Avni Saini

Debapriyo Banerjee

Gauree Soni

Kopal Chouhan

Annika Nandy

Kaamya Agarwal

Medini Padoshi
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All Rounder

Ovi Bhurangi

Pahal Jain

Prayan Mutha

Riona Joshi

Pradnya Bhosale

Vibhooti Rane
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Sports

Aarush Pakhale

Dhruv Saikhedkar

Harsh Babbar

Aayush Manne

Maanyata Darade

Jinesh Nanal

Krishna Sheth

Saachi Shah
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Culture

Aarohi Patil

Madhura Bate

Suryakshi Kurdukar

Shreya Ghosh

Saee Joshi

Vihaan Sutaria

Acting

Arush Nand
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Art and Creativity

Ananya Aloke

Devanshi Bhatt

Ishani Doshi

Rudresh Jogadia

Raghav Malpani

Soumya Choudhary
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Education

Anupriya Gawade

Dev Wadhwa

Arnav Nigam

Aadya Dhoot

Parv Bapna

Chinmayi Pethkar

Kanishka More

Vishwajeet Chavan
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Fashion

Vanisha Singh

Saartha Gore

Maheak Jaiswal

Sarah Pramanik

Yeeshita Sahoo

Technology

Omkar Kumbhar
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Lets meet the
winners of
Super Star
Chef

Winners of
Super Star Chef contest
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5 - 8 years

Shubhangi

Purav Poddar

Vivaan Madan

Consolation prizes

Diva Valvi

Kartik Agrawal
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9 - 12 years

Kavya Agrawal

Alfia Sayyed

R. Shreyan

Consolation prizes

Palak Bajaj

Kartik Agrawal

Aishika Dey
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13 - 16 years

Sania Sayyed

Swaranjali Parase

Akshat Jain

Consolation prizes

Sujal Mokadam

Hrushikesh Zawar
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